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TOKAMAK HEATING BY NEUTRAL BEAMS AND ADIABATIC COMPRESSION 

H. P. FURTH 
Plasma ~hysics Laboratory, Princeton University 

P~inceton, N~w Jersey OB540, USA · · 

·"Realisti<;:"·models of tokamak energy coJ].finement'strongly 

favor reactor operation at the maximum MHD~stable S~value, in 

order to ~aximize plasma den~ity. Ohmic heating is unsuitable for 

this purpose~ Neutral-beam heating plus compression is well suited; 

however, ver·y large requirements on device size and injection p·ower 

s.eem likely. for a .OT igni tionexperimen't using a· Maxwellian plasma. 

Results of the ATC experiment are reviewed, including· Ohmic heating, 

~eutral-beam heatin~, and production of two-energy-~omponent piasmas 
' 

(~ner.getic deuteron population in deuterium "target plasma"). A 

~odest ext~apolationof present ATC parameters could give zero-power 

conditions in a DT experiment .of the two-energy~component type. 

I. Introduction 
. . l· 

Classical or pseudoclassical energy confinement in tokamaks 

would imply that nTE is iridependent of plasma density.. The h~at

ing power requ·ired to meet an. nTE-criterion at given t.emperature· 

can then be minimized conveniently by goirig to low density - and 

correspondingly long energy confinement time. 213 . On the' other hand, 

. scaling l~w.s based on trapped-p~rticle i~stabili ~ies 1 imply 

nTE a: n 2 and .therefore strongly favor operation.at the'maximum 

density consistent with MHD limitations 4 on B . 

Some familiar theoreti6al (or semi-theo~etical) models 1 hav~ 
been used in Fig. 1 to indicate a possible scaling of confiriement 

with rising temperature. 5 The solid line rep~esents the ~xp~cted 
value of central nTE as a function ·.of space-averag·ed Te , for a 

tokamak curr,ent t = 1 MA , toroidal field parameter bt = Bt/50 kG 

= 1 , aspect ratio parameter A = R/3a = 1 , poloidal electron beta 

S = 8nnT /B
2 

= 1 an.d effective ionic charge Zeff = 1 . For pe e p 
different values of I , bt , A , Bpe and Zeff , each line segment 

should be· displaced as shown by the respective .arrows; the length of 

each arrow represents .a factor-of-10. increase in I or its coeffi

cient. (Lowest practical aspect ratios R/a - ·3 are favored I since 

they maximize r·; for safety factor q .- 2. 5, and T. - T one 
i. . e 

then has f3 - 0. 036(3 . ) The .diagram of Fig. 1 should ri.ot be taken 
. pe . 
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·too ser.ious"iy as a source -. 

of quan tit a ti ve· predic

tions about confinement, 

but it will serve to 

orient the present discus

sion of the tokamak heating 

problem. For simplicity, 
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the discu~sion is special~ 

ized ,to. to)<amaks of· circular 

mirtor cross-section, though 

vertical ~longati6n has 

important·potential advan

tages. 101__ ________ L-----~--L------,.~----'~~--~:-::-: 
IOeV IOOeV Te I keV · IOkeV iOOkeV 

Ohmic heating in.the 
'· 

presence of Bremsstrahlung 

cooling and K times .pseudo

Fig. 1. Illustration of hypothetical scaling 
lqwS in relation to Lawson diagram. 

classical energy transport wouid imply 

B _21 [K + (I/l.6)·2]-1/2 
·pe (1) 

where I is in MA. (The result is independent of Zeff') For la~ge 

tokamaks, the Bpe-value·s given by Eq. (1) would thus fa-11 well below· 

the permissible MHD limit . B .· ~ R/2a - · 1 _; ev.en if K were not . . pe 
large and if ~here were no line o~ synchrotron radiation lo~ses. In 

the context of Fig .. 1, ~e see t~at for pseudoclassical' nTE-scaling, 

a low B -value does not matter; however,. for the probably mo~e . pe . . . . 
relevant trapped-~on-mode scaling, the ·Bpe-value matters greatly.· 

· To offset the reduction of B from 1. O to 0 .1 , would require an pe . 
. increase of I by a tactor of 3. 2. - correspond.ing to a. probable in-

crease ·of 15.-20 in device- cost .. The following discussion is there-
' 

fore oriented towards the realization of Bpe-values of qrc;ler' unity 

(S-values of - 4%) , by non-Ohmic heating meth.ods: specifically, higl)~ 

powered neutral-. beam injection artd adiabatic compression. 

II. Adiabatic Comptession 

a . b . . 6-9 . . k A_ ia_atic compression occupies a· unique place i.n to amak 

heating technology .. Being reversible, it is not among the primary 

methoas fo~· ener~izing the plasma: Ohmic, high-frequency and beam 

heating. Rather, i.t is a method for transforming the parameters of 

·' 

'• 
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tok~raak plasmas from an initial. irreversible heating phase at· 

low magnetic field, density and temperature, to a final phase at 

high fi~ld, density and ~empeiature. ~his transformation is not 

alw~ys adv~~ta~e6u~ compared with the alterriative of heating ir-
. . . . 

·reversibly. in the high-field phase. Howev~r, .i'n particular ap.pli-' 

cations, for example as an adjunct to ·ohmic heating against .radia'"·: 
10 tion coolirig, it can have significant advantages. - Some scaling 

laws· for adiabatic compression of well-conducting .tokamak plasmas 

at~ r~sp~ctively; constant 

Experimentally, the 

R or constant .Bt are given in Table· I. 

TABLE I 
compression.of the 

tokamak discharge in 
B -compression, 

tConstant R 
R-compression, 

ith 
.·. 6 . . 9 

e er minor or maJor 

radius appears to func

tion well. PrPsPnt-~~Y 

compression experiments 

are somewhat too small 

t.o give good a?iabaticity 

(i.e., they do not -0bey 

T << TE); even so,. comp 
the plasma parameters 

obtained have been quite 

Minor .rnd.i us a 

Major radius R 

Density n 

Tem~e r·a t ure T 

Plasma Current I 

Plasma B p 
Plasma· .Bt 

Safety factor q 

Aspect ratio R/a 

Constant 

I 
-1 -1/2 

c c 

constant c-1. 

2 2 
c c 
. 4/3 
c 

. 4/3 
c 

, . 

con.stant c 
c4/3 .cl/3 

' -2/3 . c4/3 c 

· constan't. constant 

c 
-1/2 . c .. 

satisfactory. Ih the ATC (Fig. 2), cdmpression of a~ Ohmically-
. 9 14 .~3 

heated plasma gives peak values · n - 10 cm , T 2. 5 keV ,_ e 
Ti - 600 eV. Comparable. temperatures have been obtained in the 

somewhat larger .T-4 and ST tokamaks, but the 5-fold volume-

Bt. 

I 

ADIAOAllC TOIOIDAL COMPUUOi 

( ""l 

COJ'l!Pressi·on in the ATC 

permiti exceptionally 

high pa~ticle and eryergy 

densities to be reachsd. 

, -
•. ·...,,_TO PUMPS 16' 

----- INlllAL OHMIC-HE AUD '1.AWA 

Fig. 2. Schemat.ic of ATC. Neutral beci.ms are 
tci.ngential to torus magnetic axis.· 

The most useful 

type of.adiabatic com-

:pression for practi~al 

thermonuclear purposes· 

appears to be the com

pression in R. at 

fixed . Bt rather than 
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the converse: both because .it gives the most .app~o~riate final 

plasma parameters (high current, high ·s , low aspect ratio) , and 

because it. avoids theL n.ecessi ty of pulsing t.he very large energy 

cont.tl.ined· i_n the toroidal fiel'q. Considerably less optimism about 

energy confinement is required to envisage ignition in a larger 

device o.f the ATC type than with simple Ohmic. heating. lO Nonethe-· 

less, the technique of Ohmic heating plus compressfon over practical 

·ranges of R does not exploit the maximum S-va.lues permitted by MHD 

considerations. 

Th f ' . b 1 . . l l ' R b ' dl e U$e o 1rrevers1 e compression in y a rapi y 

modulated vertical field (T ~ T •. ) would in principle permit . . comp i.1 
continuous heating to high S-values .. An extension of this technique 

to strongly R-aependent vertical fields 12 appears to enhance its 

engineering. feasibility,. Other high-frequency techniques -· - ion sound 

or . ryl:'lotron heating, i 3 
dllll heating at the lower hybrid frequency 14 

also ~ppear promising, especially when used in conjunction ~ith · 

adiabatic compression, which lowers wp . and wc in the: precompres

sion plasma, an~ multiplies the effective input power~ The present 

discussion, ho~ever, will focus on the possibilities of neutral-

beam injection,. alone. or in conjunction with adiabatic compression. 

III. Neutral-Beam Heating 

The injection of toroidal plasma with energetic.neutral beams 

has long been a theoretically attractive poss~bility: in a ~losed 
. . 

system, the berun need riot build up tl~e plasma density, but need . . . 

merely s~rve· as a source of heat: a single injected particile can 

provide the' thermal energy of 10-100 "hot" plasma particles. The 

d f .lt" . 1 .b 15, 16 . h . . a :vent b mu i-ampere peutra - e_am sources wi. t energies .in 

.the range 10-30·keV hai now made neutral irijection a· practical 
. . . . 2 17 18 

experime.nta·1 approach for tokarnaks. ' ' 

Initial bearn-inje~tion experiments on the ATC d~vice 19 (Fig. 3} 

have made use of a 30-45 kW, -15 keV beam, from one of two sources 

of -70 kW maximum·capability.each, whfch were developed and built at 
. .. 16 

the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Several times larger powers can 

be injected wl.th a. peak energy. component of 30 keV rrom the four 
. 17 . 

guns of the ORMAK .device. Even al:).owing for imperfect energy 

transfer to the plasma ions, these injected powers are competitive. . . . 

with the 50-100·.kW input from electrons ~o ions in present-~ay 

; . 
( ... . ; 

.~· 

. I' 
. ·ii '\'"• 
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Ohmic~heated: tokarnaks. 

·sources ·with individuai 

ratings approaching· 1 MW are 

no~ being-developed; their 

capabilities ~hould ~e well 

suited to the.heating re

quirements of next-gerieration 

tokamaks. 

To obtain sufficient 

trapping of 'the injected beam 

in ~ tokamak discharge is not. 
. . . 

difficult, owing to the high 

ionizing power ·of the plasm-a 

target. (For tangential 

-s-

400 ~4;n H BEAM INTQ H PLASMA 
v II Ip ... 

o BEAM.ON 
+BEAM OFF, ARC 

ANO GAS ON 

300 

T· I 
( eV) 

200 

. 100 

0 
·. 5 10. 

. /:; BEAM SYSTEM 
VALVED OFF 

BEAM ON ~ _ _:_J_ BEAM !OFF I 
15 20 2"5 

·Tl ME ( msec) 

Fig. 3. Hydrogen beam injection i~to pre
compression ATC hydrogen plasma, with T ~ 100· 
ev, n = 1.5 • iol3cm-3, and I = 60-70 kA7 

injection into ATC, for example, essentially all the beam is trapped 

- though not all into contained ion o·rbi ts. 2 ) The real problem .for 

tokamaks is_ excessively good trapping, which will force the use -of 

inconveniently high beam energies (>200 keV.) to reach the centr?l 

plasma regions of large future devices. 3 The penetration problem. 

can be solved~ of course, by erivisagirig operation at low densities, 

but th~s approach requires almost the same degre~ o~ optimism about 

plasma energy confinement that is required ·for Ohmic heating to 

ign_i ti on (see above) . 

Th~ confinement of inj~cted ion o~bit~ in present-day tokamaks 

with currents of --100 _kA (60-70 kA for precompression ATC) is r.ather 

poor even for 515-keV p~rticles. Tangential injection is, in fact, 

a necessity'· since· most of the tra,pped-particle orhi ts would ·1eave 

the plasma. (The associa~ed anisotropy of the energetic ion popula

tion· may possibly become a caus~ of velocity~space instabilities at 

higher.heating powers,) The orbit-confinement problem will be eased 
' ' 

greatly _in future tokamaks at· the ·.1-MA level and beyond. Another 

·hypothetical ~ource of trouble is the in~uction of local or global 

. plasma rotations by the injected" beam momentum. 20 At present power 
. 19 21 . . 

levels of the ATC and CLEO experiments, there has been no overt 

eviden~e of either velocity-space o~ rotationa1·effe¢ts. 

Following the trapping of a neutral-beam particle into a con

Hned orbit, the resultant energetic ion slows down by collision 
,_ 
, · ' ~·11;. 

···.\.'. 
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with the pl~sma particles, or is. lost by charge-exchange (ind 

possibly retrapped before lea~ing the plasma). F6r injected ion 

·energy W - 15Te, ·the rate of energy transfer to electrons and. 

ions is equal; at higher energies, the heating of .electrons pre-. 

dominates. In large tokamaks, this consideration is unimportant, 

since the nT-value for electron-ion equilibration is shorter than 

that for ignition:; .however, in present-day e~periments, ion heat

ing is favored significantly by low-energy injection. The slowin~

down time of the injected ions, for example in ATt, 19 is bf or~~r 
10 msec; since. charge-exchange times in a typical neutral a~om 

~ackground of -10 9cm- 3 are of order ~-msec, ·the charge-exchan~e loss 
. . 22 

of injected ions is a dominant consideration i-n the energetics. · 

(ij. P. Eubank points out that, in the present parameter range, 

raisin~ the ini~ction v~ltage could actually lower the power input 

into the plasma ions!) ·Since the slowing-down of injected ions in 

large tokamaks of the future will be in the 100-msec range, it is 

fortunate that neutral atom densities well below 10 8cm- 3 are ex

pected on the interior of these plasmas. 

.. The total plasma ion energy rise in 

order 30 J~ and takes place in 5-10 msec, 

of -200 J of beam energy. This result is 

the ATC experiment19 is of 

i.e., fo;lowing injectio~ 
. 2 22 

roughly as expected ' 

two-thirds of the beam energy is lost before thermalizaticin, and. 

about half of the rem~inder goes into the plasma ions. 

In next-generation tokam'ak 'experiments, such as the PLT device 

.(a= 45 cm, R ~ 135 cm,·B = 50 kG), fairly large heating· powers ~ould 

be required to reach the f3pe - 1 . regime. About half a megajoule 

of ene:r:gy would then be stored in the plasma; the reqliired power 

input into the plasma particles wo~ld be of order 5 Mw; At an aP
propriat~ injection energy for beam penetr~tion. (-so keV), the 

effib~ency of ri~utraliza~ion for positive source ions would, still 
. 

. be modera~ely good (50-60%). ·A total input power of 10 MW at the 

ion gun might thus .suffice to give the desired.plasma a-value, and 

· . this appea~s .. feasible from the point of view of neutral-beam tech.., 

nology. In order to carry out suc.:11 a plan in practi~e, a solution 

must first be found to the problem of ·wall-atom-sputtering by charge

exchaO:ge neutrals·, which threatens to be.come a source of intolerable 
. . ' 2 3 

plasma ~rnpurity levels for tokamaks with kev~range ion temperatures. 

. " . 11' ~
". 
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- In proce~ding to still larger tokamaks, intended to approach 

.ignition conditions, one technical problem will be the need to 

operate. at muc.h higher injection energie$, where the neutralization 

ef~iciency for positive ions becomes small. _A second problem has 

to do· with the. uncertainty. regarding the· minimum plasma siz_e re-
.' 

quired to meet the n TE-cri terio.n .. · If confinement· scales with tem-

perature il) the manner illustrated in Fig. _ l ,. a tokamak current 

.of -10 MA would be sufficient, corresponding to. a plasma ener.gy 

content 0f ~300 -MJ, and a heating power of -100 MW depositE!dinto 

the pl~sma pa~ticles ... 

·iv. Compression of Injection-Heated Plasmas 

Ip the· ATC experiment~l 9 the moderate ion temperature incr~
ments of 30-50 ev produced by neutral-beam injection at 30-4? kW 

can be amplified -3-fold by compression. ATC data taken in the 

preheati~g ph~se ar~ s~ill insufficient to establish the functional 

de'pendence of_ Ti on injection power: If the dependence i~ -roughly 

.linea~, then the total· ATC ion-heating capability is equivalent to 

,..3 tim~s·the maximum preheat:. injection power, i.e., about 400 kW. 

If the dependence is weaker than linear, the equivalent power of 

injection plus compression would be increased substantially. 

There are several othe+ potential advantages of compression. 

in the context of injection-heating larger tokamak plasmas. The 

probl~m of beam penetration is solved by injecting in~o the pre

compression plasma, where the product na ' is reduced by the factor 

(R1/Rc/ 312• Furthermore,· siryce the 
4 
compression amplifies the initial 

energy input.by the factor (R /R1 ) / 3 the energetic efficiency of 
. 0 

the source becorn1?.s a far .le'ss critical consideration in the ·ove.r-all 

· energeti.cs.. The impuri ty~evolution probiem is not s·o severe in the 

precoinpression state, and one can hope to maintain good purity at 

least transiently in ~he comp~essed plasma by k~eping it from makin~ 
. 24 

wall or limiter contact. Finally, plasma decompression at the end 

.of .. thA ~ycl~ has the attraction of recovering the energy of the 

·plasma (and charged reaction products) with an efficiency 

l· - (R1/R
0

) 
4/ 3 This is. of. appreciable interest in regard to re-

actor economics, and also in regard to the nontrivial problem of 

terminating a larger tokamak discharge in a·harrnless fashion. 
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. Th.e principal draw-back of compression (of the ATC-type) is · 

the.added magnetic field volume required by 'the plasma motion: 

the total toroidal field energy, however, would be enhanced only 

by f~ctors of 2-3 in an optimized coil sistem. If magnetic 

divertors must be incorpo~ated into tokamaks to· solve th~ impurity 

problem, as now s.eems likely, magnetic ene.rgy enhancement factors . 

of order 2-3 may n6 ~onger appear excessive. 

V. Two-Energy~Component Reactors 

A conventional toroidal r~actor can achieve arbitrarily 

large amplification factors for fusion.power output relative to 

pl.;isma heating power input, by operating sufficiently cl;0se to the 

"ignition condition" of Fig. 1. Alternatively, it is ppssible to 

envisage useful reactors with quite small power-amplification 

factors, as in the case'nf mirror machines. For this type of 

operation, a promising toroidal system ·is the_so-c~ll~d two-energy~ 

component reactor, or "wet-wood burner." As shown in Ref. 25,- an 

energetic deuteron beam (100-200 keV) decele.rating in .a toroi~ally 

confined ·tritium plasma with moderate electron temperature 

(T = 5-10 keV) and arbitrary ion t~mperatur~, can achieve somewhat e . 
better power amplification than a conventional-mirror mac~ine, and 

about the same amplification as a two-componerit mirro~ reactor.
26 

A .conventional toroidal reactor operated near ignition is 

obviously ·preferabl.e to the wet-wood burner as a long-range goal 

for ],arge-scale economic power production. The main draw.back from 

the point of view of present-day reactor ·experiments. is that the 

minimum size of a reactor plasma. is not yet known. The linear size 

of the plasmu m~st scale as a u 0 112 where D is ~ measure ·uf 

the energy transport coefficient; the cost scales roughly as 

$ a:· D.5 / 4 ; unfortunately, authoritative present-day opinions con

cerning the magnitude of D in a reactor plasma range over con

s.i,derably more than a factor of 10. An e·ncourag ing element in the 

situation is that an effective increase in confinement could ap

parently be obtained at reduced cost by improving the ·depign of the 

torui minor cross-section,
27 

instead of increasing its o~erall 
scale. In re.lat ion to the plasma hea~ing. problem, it is useful. to 

note that the requi r~ct power .scales as· · ~ u 0 31 2 . ·On the other 

hand, once 0 is known for conventional reactors,.the dependence 

of heat in'.) tiower nn ·size is. rather weqk,: seal i nq as P .... ,, • 'T'hP. 

i' 

. ' • 
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experimental operation of. next-generation tokam_aks should serve 

to reduce the uncertainty in D substantially. 

The wet-wood-burner approach has the significa.nt short-range 

·aa:v~ntage that .the required plasma target has parameters .s.imilar 

to those obtained in present-day ·experiments on small tokarnaks. 

The required injection power and the output power are extremely 

steep functio~s of size (P c;x a 3 ) so that the plasma of a wet-wood 

burner b6th can be, and indeed has.to be, rather ·small; even for 

injection powers as high as· 100 Mw; Accordingly, the size of the 

required tokamak plasma tar~et .can be estimated fairly accurately 

(something like the plasmas in PLT or.T-10). Whether the approach 

of mar<;Jinal power amplification.in a tokamak is of genuine economic· 

inte~est, of co~rse, ~emains an o~eri qu~stion. .Addition of a 
fissionable blanket would eliminate all doubt~ about the .Power 

economics, but would reintroduce some other drawbac'ks that fusion 

power. is intended to surmount. Attainment of a zero-power tokamak 

wet-wood burner thus seems nore likely to stimulate interest in 

progressing to.a conventional tokamak reactor,· than ·to supplant it 

as~ ~ractical goal. 

I .. t. 1 . h 19 . f h n~ ia experiments on t e ATC are testing some o t e· 

mechanisms of the wet-wood burner approach. A deuterium beam of 
-15 keV, -3 A, was injected into a precompression deuterium plasma 

of . T 600 eV' (Fig. 4). 'l'he slowing-down of the. injected i.ons e 
can be determined both from direcf observation of tan~enti~lly 

' .· 
· emittPd charge-ex~hange neutrals 

and.from the decay of the .neutr0n 

emission afte·r beam shut-off. 

2.0 

~·l.B 
Q 
Jr 

~ ~ B&~M~ 
'· B§~M~ . 

. 
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The observed decay ~ate of -1 keV/ 

msec is roughly consistent with 

expectation. The neutron produc-

} 1.6 
Pik UNll fte · 100,_. 

8 . -1 . 
tion rate of - 5 • 10 sec appears 

slightly.too low (by a factor of. 

-2), but this remains to be veri

fied. tfue·n the plasma is com

pressed. i111mediately following in-

,.., 
~ 1.4 .... ,..., 

-g1.2 
... 

t: 
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. Fig. 4. Deuterium beam injectiqn into jection, the neutron production · 
10 _1 ATC deuterium plasMa. Rati.o of neutron 

· rate increases to - 5 · 10 sec ·' yield to electron density is roughly con
stant tbroughout discharge time. 
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agairi somewhat below expectation, perhaps because of noncon- .. 

tainment of the .Most energetic ion orbits. 

As an introductory.example of the two-energy-component idea, 

it is of interest to c·onsider an uneconomical "mini-reactor" w:i.th 

. about the same plasma· parameters and. d'imensions as the cc>mpress·ed 

. plasma in ATC: n - 1014 cm - 3 , Te - 2 keV , a volume of --: 10 5 cm3
, 

and a current of -200 kA. If this plasma is ,tritium, injected 

·with 500 kW of 60 keV .deuterons, the result is -SO k.W of fusion 

products. The required reaction time. of the energetic·aeuterons · 

is --10 ~sec. Evide.ntly, the charge-exchange an.a orbi t-'co"nfineinent 

problems in .ATC. would need to be improved somewhat ......... and I of cou.rse I 

·velocity:sp.ace instabilit.ies28 are assumed to be absent .. The . 
6 -3 . -1 

p~esent measured neutrori-productiori density of -10 cm sec in 

A'rc;::, would· rise to ~10\;m-.3sec-l, if one were to use a tritiwn:. 

tatget plasma and deuterons of 60 keV initial ~nergy. The energetic 

deuteron density w·ould rise from· the present level of -10 11cm - 3 to 

the B •limited density of -10136m- 3 , and t,he neutron production 
·p . . . 11 -3 -i . 

would reach the.desired operating le~el of -10 cm sec . This 

is about the same reaction rate as that, in a co,nventional OT plasma 
. 14 . ·-3 . 

at n = 10 cm and . T. = 5 keV ; 
l. 

A :Plasma somewhat smaller than PLT could be used.to cross the 

zero-power reactor condition. . If the tritium target plasma has 
14 3 . 6 -3 

pa·rameters. n - 10 cm- , Te 4 keV, volume -10 cm , and i~ 

injected with a 10 MW deu.teron beam at 150 keV, the. fusion power 

output cou~dalso be ·10 MW (Fig. 5). If one imagines the plasma 

thermal energy to.be recovered. with good effici~ncy (e.tj., by 

decompression), this power amplification "factor (F = 1) would be 

sufficient to ~·cross the zero-power condition." This example 

assumes an energetic-deuteron density of 1013 cm - 3 .The required 

re~ction time is 35·msec (_Fig. 5); during this. time,·the energetic 

de~terons must not be lost, or degraded ·appreciably by means ~ther 

than collision. Thus we.have for the energetic particle~, the 
. . 11 -3 

c;:ri terion n• E >;> 3· • 10 cm sec . 11 ze·ro-power ·operation 11 also 

implies that we.do not require he~ting of the target electrons 
. . 

·other than by the deuteroris; Thi.s condition is ·met, provided that 
12 -3 T· > 20 msec, or nT > ~ ~ l.O cm sec for the target-plasma. Ee E · . 

.:~· 

. . 
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To proceed from this point 

'to the gen.eration· of use·ful 

power, the injection power.should 

be raised and the ·amplificat"ion 
DEUTERON 

Te • 4 keV 

·ne' 1014 ~m·3 

z 

. · faqtor F should be doubled~ · 

this implies a plasma electron. 
100 102 ~ 

·temperature of 10 keV. ·The 

plasma _ion temperat,ure, how.ever 

can remain low. In view of the 

rather weak nT-Cbnditions, 25 this 

regime shpuld still prove rela-
. . . . . . 

tively s'traightforward to ·attain 

in a devi6e with a PLT-~ize 

plasma~ 
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Fig, 5, Calc~lated slowing down of 
energetic deuteron in tritium plasma. 29 
Mean· fusi~n .energy release .becomes equal· to 
initi~l deuteron energy, at point F = 1. 
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